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Abstract
Significantly reduced photon scattering and minimal tissue autofluorescence levels in the second
biological transparency window (NIR-II; 1000-1700 nm) facilitate higher resolution in vivo biological
imaging compared to tradition NIR fluorophores (~700-900 nm). However, the existing palette of
NIR-II fluorescent agents including semiconducting inorganic nanomaterials and recently introduced
small-molecule organic dyes face significant technical and regulatory hurdles prior to clinical
translation. Fortunately, recent spectroscopic characterization of NIR-I dyes (e.g., indocyanine
green (ICG), IRDye800CW and IR-12N3) revealed long non-negligible emission tails reaching past
1500 nm. Repurposing the most widely used NIR dye in medicine, in addition to those in the midst
of clinical trials creates an accelerated pathway for NIR-II clinical translation. This review focuses on
the significant advantage of imaging past 1000 nm with NIR-I fluorophores from both a basic and
clinical viewpoint. We further discuss optimizing NIR-I dyes around their NIR-II/shortwave infrared
(SWIR) emission, NIR-II emission tail characteristics and prospects of NIR-II imaging with clinically
available and commercially available dyes.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, a record number fluorescent
contrast agents, molecular probes, and fluorescence
imaging systems have entered clinical trials to
improve intraoperative visualization of critical
anatomical structures [1-3]. Clear delineation of
blood/lymphatic vasculature, lymph nodes, nerves
and cancerous tissue proves challenging under open
and white-light endoscopic viewing conditions.
Current biomedical fluorophores span a continuum of
wavelengths with emission peaks between 510-840
nm; dyes in the infrared region (NIR-I; ~700-900)
generally demonstrate increased imaging penetration
depth and signal-to-background ratios given
favorable tissue properties compared to visible
wavelengths (400-700 nm) [4-6]. Fluorescein (λabs =
494 nm; λem = 510 nm) angiography facilitates study of
the retina and choroid circulation, providing

diagnostic information for various pathologies
including diabetic retinopathy. Topical application of
FDA-approved
Cystview
(hexaminolevulinate;
5-ALA derivative) during cystography increases
endogenous
fluorescent
protoporphyrin
IX
production (λabs = 405 nm; λem = 635 nm) and thus
enables visualization of nonmuscle invasive papillary
bladder cancer [7]. Near-infrared (NIR-I; 700-900 nm)
fluorescent angiography with indocyanine green
(ICG; λabs = 805 nm; λem = 830 nm [in blood]) and
infrequently with methylene blue (λabs = 665 nm; λem =
691 nm) informs surgeons of perfusion levels and
overall tissue health. Subcutaneous ICG injections can
additionally identify lymphatic vasculature/node
drainage surrounding tumors for fluorometric
sentinel lymph node mapping and cancer staging [3].
To expand the limited selection of FDA-approved
http://www.thno.org
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fluorescent probes, numerous contrast agents,
structure-inherent targeting probes and molecular
imaging agents have begun to navigate the regulatory
pathway gulfing academic research and medical use,
including oral Gleolan (5-ALA), OTL38, IRDye800CW,
LUMO15, etc [8-10].
Fluorescence imaging has expanded to
near-infrared II (NIR-II, 1000-1700 nm) wavelengths
due to reduced scattering (scaling with λ-α; α = 0.2–4
for most tissues) and minimal autofluorescence in
comparison to the well-established visible and NIR-I
(700-900 nm) spectral regions [11-15]. Optical
spectroscopy of SWCNT/QD tunable semiconducting
band structures first unveiled intrinsic fluorescence
signal > 1000 nm; in parallel, academic research
focused at the intersection of nanoscience and biology
highlighted the improved bioimaging metrics
achievable with NIR-II nanomaterial fluorophores.
Favorable light-tissue interactions within the
near-infrared II (oftentimes termed shortwave
infrared or SWIR) spectrum have produced
unparalleled non-invasive optical access through the
intact skin/scalp to ~4 mm depths into the murine
cerebral cortex, fluorescent tumor-to-normal tissue
signal ratios ~2-4-fold higher than identical targeting
moieties coupled to NIR-I probes, and 10-fold higher
lymph node signal-to-background ratios (SBR)
compared to the traditional infrared region. Until
2016, NIR-II fluorophores comprised entirely of
nanomaterials such as single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SWCNTs) [13, 16-22], quantum dots
[23-27], and rare earth-doped nanoparticles [28-31].
Unfortunately, current inorganic nanomaterial
fluorophores raise critical safety concerns due to their
retention and accumulation in the liver/spleen
post-imaging and potential immunogenic responses.
The lack of NIR-II fluorophores with high brightness
and suitable pharmacokinetics presented a major
bottleneck in the path towards clinical adoption of
NIR-II fluorescence imaging [32].
To
overcome
inherent
limitations
in
nanomaterial probes, researchers endeavored to
synthesize/optimize organic small-molecule NIR-II
dyes with improved excretion profiles and reduced
toxicity concerns. Fortuitously, NIR-II organic probe
designers found inspiration in varied realms of
research including organic solar cells, organic LEDs,
dye-pumped laser gain mediums, and organic
electronics that all required small molecules with >
1000 nm fluorescent emission for their individualized
applications [33]. The most promising dye
architecture, based on an electron donor–acceptor–
donor (D-A-D) motif with highly tunable emission
between 900–1600 nm, resulted in several
high-performance D-A-D NIR-II fluorophores
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(CH1055) with ~90% renal excretion [34-36]. More
recent NIR-II organic dyes such as CH-4T introduce
new strategies to boost quantum yield through
formation of dye-protein molecular complexes,
yielding a fluorophore 36-fold brighter than initial
PEGylated NIR-II organic dyes [37]. Although rapidly
progressing towards an idealized NIR-II dye, clinical
translation will require further efforts in fundamental
probe chemistry to synthesize a strong clinical
candidate with high quantum yield, large absorption
coefficient, aqueous solubility, functional groups for
covalent targeting moiety labeling, and favorable
pharmacokinetics.
Interestingly, recent spectroscopic characterization of NIR-I cyanine dyes revealed long emission
tails that stretch into the NIR-II region past 1500 nm,
opening an entirely new route to clinical NIR-II
imaging [37-40]. Disparate photospectrometer
behavior in the region separating silicon’s (NIR-I
sensor active layer) falling quantum efficiency (QE)
and InGaAs’s (NIR-II sensor active layer) rising QE
near 1000 nm has underreported the NIR-II emission
of FDA-approved NIR-I dyes. Clinical NIR imaging
relies almost exclusively on indocyanine green (ICG)
with the polymethine IRDye800CW pulling ahead as
one of the most promising conjugatable NIR-I
candidates in clinical trials [41]. Indocyanine green
(ICG), approved by the U.S. Food & Drug
Administration (FDA) in 1959, has been extensively
adopted for clinical angiography and perfusion
assessment in open, laparoscopic and robotic surgery
[42]. The high quantum yield of these NIR-I dyes
coupled with excellent pharmacokinetic profiles
makes both dyes well suited for biomedical imaging
at > 1000 nm. In this review, we focus on the
intriguing new possibilities of NIR-II imaging with
NIR-I peak dyes from both clinical and theoretical
vantages. Further, we discuss synthetic strategies/
chemical structures, dwindling NIR-II emission tails,
and advantages of NIR-II image-guided surgery.
Finally, we discuss the feasibility of leveraging the
NIR-II emission of FDA-approved ICG, clinical
IRDye800CW
and
commercial
IR-12N3
for
deep-tissue biomedical imaging.

2. NIR-II molecular fluorophores
The first aqueous NIR-II small-molecule dye
(CH1055-PEG) consisted of a donor-acceptor-donor
(D-A-D)-type architecture based off a similar dye class
found in organic NIR LED applications (Fig. 1) [33,
43-46]. Donor-acceptor-donor chromophores are
particularly interesting NIR-II fluorescent probes
given their disposition to systematic molecular
rearrangement [47]. These dyes consist of a central
benzo[1,2-c:4,5-c’]bis([1,2,5]thiadiazole) (BBTD) moihttp://www.thno.org
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ety, a strong electron withdrawing heterocyclic
quinoid, flanked on either side by strong electron
donors. These electron donating groups are
molecularly wired to the central BBTD electron
acceptor through aromatic π-bridging linkers,
yielding increased electron delocalization and low
energy gaps capable of NIR-II emission [48].
CH1055-PEG enabled high-resolution visualization of
murine peripheral and cerebral vasculature, excellent
tumor-to-background signal ratios, and renal
excretion levels > 90%. CH1055-PEG’s quantum yield
of 0.03%, measured using IR26 as a reference
fluorophore with a quantum yield of 0.05% in DMSO,

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of donor-acceptor-donor (D-A-D) molecular
fluorophore design. A PEGylated CH1055, the first water-soluble NIR-II dye with
D-A-D structure, served as the structural basis for systematic rearrangement for
increasing quantum yield [34]. BBTD serves as the acceptor unit with modified
thiophene functioning as the bridging donor unit. The modified thiophene close to
BBTD can distort the conjugated backbone and increase the dihedral angle between
BBTD and thiophene to increase quantum yield. Further, dialkyl chains substituted
fluorene units can function as the shielding units as the stretching dialkyl chains out of
the conjugated backbone plane could efficiently prevent parallel intermolecular
interactions. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [51], copyright 2018 American
Chemical Society.
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produced sufficient fluorescence intensity for
enhanced biomedical imaging in the NIR-II spectral
region [49]. However, discrepancies in the reported
quantum yield of IR26 (QY = 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.5%) and
the dearth of well characterized reference
fluorophores spanning 1000-1700 nm make precise
NIR-II dye quantum yield characterization difficult
[50]. Fundamentally different sensor technology
between the first and second biological transparency
window (silicon for visible/NIR-I and InGaAs for
NIR-II)
further
complicates
quantum
yield
measurements. Fortunately, relative brightness
differences among fluorophores within the NIR-II
field still hold while a consensus on IR-26’s quantum
yield value will only scale absolute quantum yield
values of the entire NIR-II field.
Subsequent
efforts
systematically
tuned
CH1055’s electron donating moieties, π-bridging
linkers, and terminal functional groups to boost
quantum yield. Disparate strategies to increase
brightness
focused
either
on
increasing
intramolecular charge transfer, improving molecular
rigidity, or dye complexation with serum proteins
such as human serum albumin (HSA). Introduction of
shielding groups (S) at the dye terminus produced an
S-D-A-D-S structure, protecting the dye’s backbone
from
both
intermolecular
interactions
and
fluorescence-quenching aggregation. Further, both
theoretical simulations and experimental results
showed that an 3,4-ethylenedioxy thiophene electron
donor distorts the conjugated backbone and tunes the
electrostatic distribution, protecting the BBTD
acceptor in the excited state. The quantum yield of
these D-A-D dyes gradually increased from the first
generation CH1055-PEG to IR-FGP (QY = 0.2%; IR26 =
0.05%, DMSO) through molecular engineering [52].
Notably, the molecular fluorophore IR-FTAP with
octyl thiophene as the first donor and thiophene as the
second donor exhibits fluorescence emission peaked
at 1048 nm with a QY of 0.53% (IR26 = 0.05%, DMSO)
in aqueous solutions (Fig. 1) [51]. The carboxylated
CH1055 demonstrated poor aqueous solubility, thus
requiring PEGylation prior to intravenous injection
[53, 54]. However, replacement of terminal carboxylic
acid functional groups with sulfonic acid realized a
fully water soluble NIR-II dye termed CH-4T.
Expecting similar in vivo brightness levels as
CH1055-PEG after intravenous injection, murine
models injected with CH-4T resulted in a brilliant
increase in fluorescent intensity by nearly two orders
of magnitude. Further investigation into this
phenomenon revealed CH-4T formed supramolecular
assemblies with serum proteins such as albumin and
lipoproteins after injection into the bloodstream.
CH-4T binding to protein hydrophobic pockets/
http://www.thno.org
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regions increased the dye’s fluorescent brightness by
nearly 110-fold (QY = 1.1%; IR26 = 0.05%, DMSO),
ultimately producing by the brightest fluorophore
with emission between 1000-1300 nm [37].
Unfortunately, this increase in quantum yield
eliminated renal excretion and slowed the
pharmacokinetic excretion profile significantly.
Innovative new approaches to red-shifting the
fluorescence
emission
of
existing
infrared
polymethine dyes recently produced a new
SWIR-emissive dye class with both a high quantum
yield and absorbance coefficient (ε) [55, 56]. Through
increasing the conjugation length separating the
electron donor/acceptor and heteroatom substitutions, a few commercially-available polymethine
molecules such as IR-1040, IR-1048, IR-1051, and
IR-1061 can fluoresce over 1000 nm [57, 58]. In a
departure from solely increasing the polymethine
chain length, a proven method of red-shifting cyanine
dyes, Cosco et al. extended the heterocycle
conjugation and added new electron donating groups
(Fig. 2) [55]. These innovative flavylium polymethine
NIR-II fluorescent agents, with peak emission
wavelengths > 1000 nm, show quantum yields
exceeding 0.53% (IR26 = 0.05%, DMSO) along with
high absorption coefficients surpassing 236,000
(M-1cm-1). This represents the first attempt to
systematically tune the NIR-II quantum efficiency
value (QE), a dye metric encompassing both the
quantum yield and absorption coefficient (QE =
ε*QY). Most of the above-mentioned organic NIR-II
fluorophores are organic-phase products with low
aqueous solubility, and require encapsulation in a
hydrophilic matrix for live imaging. Very recently, Li
et al. developed a novel small molecule fluorophore
FD-1080 with both excitation/emission in NIR-II
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region through a structural re-design of typical
cyanine dyes. The sulfonated FD-1080 possesses good
water solubility and high quantum yield (QY of
complex = 5.94%; IR26 = 0.05%, DMSO) via protein
binding. More importantly, FD-1080 demonstrates
increased photostability with respect to both ICG and
IRDye800CW [59].

3. NIR-I fluorophores with NIR-II
emission tails

Fluorescent dyes possess relatively broad
emission peaks with photon energies spanning large
regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. Underlying
tissue optical properties vary as a function of optical
wavelength; thus fluorescent emission sub-bands may
improve upon imaging metrics due to reduced
scattering at progressively longer wavelengths. For
instance, NIR-II (1,000-1,700 nm) division into the
NIR-IIa (1,300-1,400 nm) and NIR-IIb (1,500-1,700 nm)
improves optical penetration depths in contrast to
imaging between 1,000-1,200 nm [34, 60]. Oftentimes,
simply changing fluorescent imaging filter sets
(short/long pass filters) to capture longer wavelength
photons while maintaining sufficient detector counts
markedly increases imaging performance. For
instance, imaging in these NIR-II sub regions is often
achieved by selecting longer wavelength photons
from shorter peak emission semiconducting
nanomaterials [34]. Regardless of a dye’s peak
emission wavelength, division of fluorescent signal
into discrete bands provides a reliable strategy for
optimizing biomedical imaging performance. Recent
spectroscopic investigation of NIR-I peak dyes, many
of which possess broad emission ranges with a full
width at half max > 100 nm, have highlighted their
potential for NIR-II biomedical imaging.
Recent characterization using InGaAs
spectrometers of high quantum efficiency
NIR-I dyes, including the ICG (822 nm peak
emission), IRDye800 (789 nm peak emission)
and IR-12N3 (~800 nm peak emission),
revealed long NIR-II emission tails extending
beyond 1500 nm [37, 38, 40]. Surprisingly,
off-peak fluorescent signal in the NIR-II
window produced comparable brightness
levels to early-generation D-A-D dyes,
realizing improved optical imaging metrics
characteristic of NIR-II imaging yet with dyes
already found in clinical or preclinical settings
(Fig. 3a-b) [37, 38]. The Franck-Condon
principle
indicates that emission spectra of
Figure 2. Through increasing the conjugation length separating the electron donor/acceptor and
heteroatom substitutions, the polymethine molecules can fluoresce over 1000 nm, reported by
most fluorescent dyes should approximate the
Cosco et al.[55] a) The Cyanine (Cy) dye series of compounds is used for optical fluorescence
mirror image of the absorption spectra;
imaging. b) Flavylium polymethine fluorophores were developed by replacing the indolenines with
dimethyl-flavylium heterocycles (blue). c) Flav7 emits and absorbs light in NIR-II window. Reprinted
however, previous optical characterization on
with permission from Ref. [32, 55].
silicon spectrometers neglected and falsely
http://www.thno.org
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reported fluorescent emission of NIR-I dyes due to
negligible silicon detector efficiency past ~ 1000 nm
(Fig. 3c-d). Although recent sulfonated D-A-D
structured NIR-II dyes seem to surpass both the SWIR
fluorescent brightness of early-generation NIR-II
fluorophores as well as NIR-II signal from
ICG/IRDye800CW/IR-12N3 [37, 55], these groundbreaking results provide a straightforward path to
clinical NIR-II imaging. Furthermore, these findings
require the fluorophore chemistry community to
revisit optical characterization methodologies of
~1000 nm-emitting dyes that straddle regions of both
low silicon and InGaAs detection quantum efficiency.
Regardless, ICG/IRDye800CW/IR12-N3’s remarkable NIR-II emission tail provides the potential for
rapidly transitioning NIR-II imaging into the
operating room.
High quantum yield NIR-I dyes with long
emission tails reaching into the NIR-II/SWIR
provides a new synthetic approach for biomedical
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NIR-II imaging. Although optimization and discovery
of NIR-II peak dyes should continue in parallel,
development of bright, NIR-I dyes with strong NIR-II
emission provides a relatively unexplored route
towards imaging past 1000 nm. NIR-I fluorophores
mostly display high quantum yields (~5-30%) while
the vast majority of NIR-II dyes suffer from lower
quantum yields with a few notable exceptions (e.g.,
CH-4T [37], flavylium polymethines [55, 59]) given
the propensity of non-radiative electron/hole
recombination in low energy-gap molecules; thus,
red-shifting high quantum yield NIR-I dye
architectures for NIR-II tail optimization provides a
unique approach for NIR-II bioimaging. For instance,
Qi et al. recently reported an NIR aggregation
induced emission luminogen (AIEgen) with a
fluorescent peak in the NIR-I region (800 nm) yet
whose emission spans across 700-1200 nm. AlEgen
displayed a high quantum yield NIR-II tail emission
(QY > 900 nm = 0.28%, IR26=0.05%, DMSO) (Fig. 3e-f)
[61].
By
forming
biocompatible
NIR-AIE-dots with Pluronic F-127, real-time
and high-resolution imaging in the
NIR-II/SWIR spectral region was observed
in murine tumor and brain models. Xu et al.
also developed an activatable NIR-II
nano-probe for visualizing colorectal cancers
using the off-peak emission of borondipyrromethene (ZX-NIR) dye in NIR-II
region [62]. Although this provides a new
synthetic approach for preclinical NIR-II
emission tail optimization, careful optical
spectroscopy of NIR-I peak dyes undergoing
both feasibility and phase I/II/II clinical
trials (e.g., ZW800-1, IS001, IRDye800
derivatives) could potentially reveal stronger
NIR-II
emission
tails
than
ICG/
IRDye800CW/IR-12N3.

4. NIR-II imaging with
IRDye800CW

Figure 3. NIR-II biomedical imaging with FDA-approved ICG and IRDye800CW. a-b) Chemical
structures of IRDye800CW and ICG. c) Fluorescent emission spectra of NIR-I dyes captured on
InGaAs photospectrometers: the silicon detector measures artificially reduced emission tails due to
their low efficiency in SWIR region, while InGaAs detectors recover the true emission tail [38]. d)
Fluorescent emission spectra of NIR-I/II dyes past 900 nm. e) Molecular structure of NIR AIEgen
(TQ-BPN). f) PL spectra of TQ-BPN in THF/H2O mixtures with different water fractions (fw).
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [38] for c), Ref. [37] for d), and Ref. [61] for e-f).

IRDye800CW’s combination of high
quantum yield (QY = ~12% in serum) and
functional groups for facile targeting moiety
bioconjugation have propelled IRDye800CW
to the forefront of clinical near infrared
fluorescent dyes [12]. IRDye800CW is ideal
for protein/antibody labeling with NHS
ester, maleimide, carboxylate, DBCO, azide,
and alkyne forms available. LICOR’s
IR800BK pharmacokinetics demonstrates
excellent
renal
excretion,
enabling
fluorescent visualization of the ureter, an
anatomical structure that sustains frequent
http://www.thno.org
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iatrogenic transection. The superior optical and
pharmacokinetic properties have spurred ~15 recent
U.S.-based clinical trials in various phases of
completion that center mainly on improved cancer
visualization. Notable examples include therapeutic
antibody
(i.e.,
panitumumab/
cetuximab) conjugation to 1-2 dye molecules,
realizing targeted optical probes that display similar
pharmacokinetic/toxicology
profiles
to
the
unmodified antibody. This unique approach
leverages commercial, FDA-approved antibodies
capable of targeting wide ranging cancer types as
tumor-specific targeting ligands. Successful clinical
trial
results
with
panitumumab/cetuximabIRDye800CW conjugates for targeted head and neck
squamous cell carcinomas (HNSCC) produced clear
cancer margin delineation with tumor-to-background
ratios surpassing 3-4 [63, 64]. Furthermore, interest in
newly-developed multimodal probes coupling PET
and fluorescence imaging (e.g., 68Ga-bombesinIRDye800CW) facilitate 3D tomographic PET models
for pre-surgical planning while providing real-time
fluorescent image-guidance during tumor/lymph
node resection [65]. These dual-modality probes have
broad-spectrum potential for improving outcomes in
a diverse cancer patient population.
IRDye800CW optical characterization by
Alexander and Carr et al. on InGaAs sensors revealed
the existence of long emission tails extending into the
SWIR/NIR-II region [37, 38]. In comparison to
IR-E1050 (QY = 0.2%; IR26 = 0.05%), an early
generation dye with 1050 nm peak fluorescence
emission, IRDye800CW displayed 3.8-fold and
1.3-fold higher brightness between 1000-1620 nm and
1300-1620 nm, respectively. Imaging at > 1000 nm on
InGaAs detectors produces significantly sharper/
crisper images than the traditional IRDye800CW
imaging region on silicon detectors (800-900 nm) as
longer wavelength NIR-II/SWIR subdivisions yield
improved metrics due to progressively reduced
scattering and autofluorescence levels [38]. As
demonstrated by Hong et al, the sub-window
spanning 1300-1400 nm (termed the NIR-IIa) allowed
non-invasive mouse cerebral cortex visualization
through the intact skin/skull in comparison to a
1000-1200 nm sub-window which disallowed clear
discrimination of murine cerebral vasculature [17, 60].
The off-peak NIR-II fluorescence from IRDye800CW
produced sufficient fluorescent signal > 1150 nm to
clearly highlight a BT474-Gluc tumor underneath the
murine skin/skull when targeted with an
IRDye800CW-trastuzumab conjugate [38]. Due to the
fact that molecular imaging in NIR-II window reaches
the tumor-to-normal tissue ratio as high as 12 (Fig. 4),
IRDye800CW’s fluorescent signal strength across
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various NIR-II sub-windows could instantaneously
increase detection depths and resection precision
levels with the relatively simple incorporation of
InGaAs sensor technology into clinical infrared
imaging platforms.

Figure 4. Advantage of molecular imaging in NIR-II window compared with NIR-I
window. a) Images of a mouse before and after performing NIR-II ﬂuorescence
image-guided surgery to excise the tumor. b) Tumor-to-normal tissue ratios obtained
for the CH1055-affibody during targeting and blocking. Blue line demarcates the
T/NT ratio obtained with NIR-I ﬂuorophores with the same affibody. Reprinted with
permission from Ref. [34], copyright 2016 Nature Publishing Group.

5. NIR-II imaging with FDA-approved
ICG
Similarly to IRDye800CW, ICG was found to
have an emission shoulder extending into the NIR-II
region yet with markedly stronger fluorescent
intensity than IR-E1050 [38, 39]. ICG NIR-II/SWIR in
vivo fluorescence imaging at > 1300 nm increased
brain vasculature contrast by ~1.4-fold versus the
traditional NIR-I region even with the thick-scalp
NU/NU mouse model [38]. The apparent width of a
brain vessel decreased from 430 µm to 210 µm when
transitioning from the first to second biological
transparency window. Furthermore, ICG imaging
improved
hindlimb
arterial/venous/lymphatic
vasculature resolution and sacral/popliteal lymph
node clarity while simultaneously achieving
sufficiently high spatial/temporal resolution for
recording heart pulsations through the chest wall (Fig.
5).
Clinical NIR-I imaging with ICG has already
offered exquisite sensitivity for non-invasive blood
perfusion assessments, liver tumor/metastasis
delineation,
and
lymphatic
vasculature/node
detection, improving performance in a myriad of
surgical tasks [66]. The high ICG NIR-II fluorescent
signal could immediately benefit all of these surgical
applications by enhancing the surgeon’s ability to
precisely resolve deep anatomical features. Although
ICG does not contain any functional groups for
covalent conjugation to targeting moieties, innovative
administration strategies can produce selective dye
http://www.thno.org
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tissue imaging of targeting organs
and tumors were achieved with
super
contrast
and
high
signal-to-background ratio (SBR)
in mouse model compared with
NIR-I imaging of the same contrast
agent. The administrated IR-12N3
in blood vascular system of mouse
body affords extremely clear
vessel imaging (Fig. 6a) and deep
lymph node imaging. Although
the imaging time window is short
(in 2 min) due to short circulation
time of NIR-12N3, it still affords a
Figure 5. NIR-II imaging of both NIR-II and NIR-I fluorophores offer higher resolution and visualization of deep tissue
tunable platform for optimizing
than can be achieved using visible/NIR-I fluorescence imaging. a) The hind limb vessels imaging and cross-sectional
fluorescence intensity profiles (NIR-II) along red-dashed lines of a mouse injected with ICG were taken at NIR-I and
both contrast and speed in
NIR-II windows, respectively. b) The hind limb vessels imaging of a mouse injected of ICG were taken at NIR-I and
NIR-II windows, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [38] for a), Ref. [39] for b).
fluorescence guided surgery. The
targeted NIR-II imaging based on
IR-12N3@antibody
conjugate
accumulation in target structures. For instance,
enhances
the
tumor
to
normal
tissue
ratio
(TNR)
from
hepatocellular carcinomas that disrupt ICG biliary
~4
of
NIR-I
window
to
~10
of
NIR-II
window
(Fig.
clearance routes show selective ICG accumulation
6b),
showing
promise
for
aiding
cancer
localization
after intravenous injection multiple days prior to
and intraoperative surgical margin assessment. The
surgery. Similarly, subdermal cervical ICG injections
photophysical mechanism of tail emission in the
demarcate lymphatic drainage pathways for
present NIR-I dyes was also clarified: the rotation of
fluorescence-guided lymph node removal in
middle
C-C bridge bonds of cyanine can destroy the
endometrial cancer, a high-benefit therapeutic
symmetries
of π-conjugated backbone; then the
surgical approach for cancer staging backed up by
asymmetry
of
π domain in S1 state of NIR-I dyes
strong clinical evidence. These current ICG surgical
results
in
the
twisted
intramolecular charge transfer
uses as a non-targeted contrast agent could
(TICT)
process;
the
TICT
S1 state is very sensitive to
immediately benefit from the minimized feature
the
surrounding
environment,
resulting in both
broadening and lower background autofluorescence
strong
NIR-II
emission
and
enhancement
in serum
levels in the NIR-II region. Furthermore, new
buffer
(Figure
6c).
The
established
emission
molecular imaging agents in clinical trials include a
mechanism provides a general rule for guiding future
cancer-targeting
alkylphosphocholine
analogue
NIR-I/II
fluorophore synthesis. However, detailed
(CLR1502 targeting breast/brain cancers) as well as a
reasons for NIR-II tail emissions require further
tumor ligand chlorotoxin that both utilize ICG (or
investigation from multiple angles including
very close structural derivatives) as a fluorescent
electronic/vibronic transitions, solvation, and
probe [2]. These exciting new ICG-based molecular
cumulative emission.
imaging agents provide a promising route for
precision NIR-II fluorescent imaging [39].

6. NIR-II imaging with IR-12N3
Besides FDA-approved ICG and clinical-trail
IRDyed800CW, there are various commercial dyes
fluorescing in NIR-I region. With systematically
investigating the off-peak emission of the NIR-I dyes
(cyanine dyes, CF dyes, DyLight Benzopyrillium
dyes, Alexa Fluor dyes), Zhu et al. screened another
bright NIR-I dye, IR-12N3 (a re-designed cyanine dye
produced by Nirmidas biotech), with both super
bright NIR-I peak and NIR-II tail emission [40]. The
NIR-I fluorescence quantum yield of IR-12N3 in
serum was found 3 and 2 times higher than ICG and
IRDye800 respectively. Using IR-12N3‘s outstanding
emission-tail brightness in NIR-II region, NIR-II deep

7. Pharmacokinetics of NIR-II fluorescent
agents

Although preclinical NIR-II peak dyes (e.g.,
CH1055-PEG, IR-E1) have recently demonstrated
suitable renal clearance levels [34, 35], subsequent
efforts to improve quantum yield have hampered
their excretion profile (e.g., CH-4T) [37]. For successful
NIR-II clinical translation, fluorophores must clear
from the body with minimum retention in
blood/organs post-imaging. Due to high plasma
protein binding affinity, ICG’s excretion pathway
relies exclusively on the hepatobiliary system [67].
IRDye800CW
demonstrates
a
renal-excretion
pathway, owing to high serum stability, low
molecular weight, and minimal protein complexation
http://www.thno.org
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Figure 6. NIR-II imaging with tail emission of IR-12N3. a) Brain vessel imaging with IR-12N3 at different NIR-I and NIR-II sub-windows. Right figure shows fluorescent
cross-sectional intensity proﬁle of brain vessel in both NIR-I and NIR-II windows. b) Targeting tumor imaging under NIR-I/II windows and corresponding tumor-to-normal tissue
ratios of IR-12N3@Erbitux treated SCC tumor bearing mice. c) Core structures of ICG (core 1) and IRDye800/IR-12N3 (core 4); Below profiles show the calculated bond
lengths of bond 2 of core 1 and bond 3 of core 4 as a function of twisted angles (left) as well as simulated fluorescence emission wavelength of core 1 and core 4 as a function
of twisted angles (right). d) Schematic illustration of the origin of emission tail and TICT proposed in NIR-I dyes. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [40].

[68]. The excretion behavior of these dyes follows the
established rule that small and hydrophilic molecules
are mainly excreted via the kidneys, whereas large
and amphipathic molecules are preferentially
excreted via the liver [67]. Investigation into the
relationship between NIR-II chemical structure and
excretion mechanism can draw on many of the design
principles based on NIR-I fluorophore chemistry.
Although NIR-II emission of NIR-I dyes should
accelerate clinical translation of NIR-II imaging, there
are still limitations of current NIR-II fluorophores. For
example, IRDye800CW and other cyanine dyes, like
Cy7, Cy7.5 suffer from the nonspecific skin
accumulation, potentially making noninvasive
fluorescence imaging challenging [40, 69]. When
calculating background
levels in
tumor-tobackground metrics, tissue background includes both
autofluorescence level and non-specific accumulation.
As a result, to decrease non-specific background
levels, many innovative strategies including
zwitterion charge distributions could improve NIR-II
peak dye biomedical imaging metrics [69]. Choi et al.
exploited zwitterionic ZW800 (which may pertain an

inherent NIR-II emission tail) with a reduction in the
net charge of the molecule [70-72]. Owing to charge
shielding effects resulting from the charge-neutral
structural design, the zwitterionic ZW800 afford
much higher signal to background ratio compared
NIR fluorophores with net charges [70].
The most promising NIR-II dye architecture,
based on an electron D-A-D motif with highly tunable
emission between 900–1600 nm, resulted in several
high-performance D-A-D NIR-II fluorophores with
renal excretion ability [34-36]. These NIR-II organic
dyes combined the improved imaging performance as
expected
at
progressively
longer
imaging
wavelengths with the favorable pharmacokinetic
excretion profile of small molecules. Besides organic
NIR-I/II dyes for NIR-II window bioimaging,
ultrasmall luminescent inorganic nanoparticles or
nanoclusters, with large surface/volume ratios,
tunable and diverse material properties, are potential
choices for preclinical/clinical using [73, 74]. For
example, Zhou et al. developed ultrasmall Au
nanoparticles with efficient renal clearance with not
only low RES uptake and high biocompatibility but
http://www.thno.org
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also passive tumor targeting capability [74].
Furthermore, the biodegradable nanomaterials afford
another direction for developing clinically potential
NIR-II fluorophores. However, there is still long way
to translate such newly-developed fluorophores into
clinical use.

8. Conclusion and outlook
We anticipate that NIR-I dyes will see extensive
use as NIR-II fluorescent probes, particularly in
translational and clinical studies wherein surgeons
need to recognize tumor margin and intricate
anatomical structures. ICG/IRDye800CW’s NIR-II
emission opens a new route for translational infrared
imaging in the second biological transparency
window that does not require extensive NIR-II-peak
fluorophore
toxicology
profiles
and
FDA
investigation new drug (IND) applications. The
incorporation of InGaAs detectors into silicon-based
fluorescence imaging systems can support clinical
imaging platforms with broad-spectrum capabilities
for improving surgical outcomes and ultimately
enhancing patient care.
Although NIR-I dyes provide a straightforward
path to NIR-II clinical translation, researchers still
need to develop efficient peak NIR-II dyes to
complement the existing library of peak NIR-II
preclinical candidates [75]. Newly-developed NIR-II
dyes with elevated quantum yields and extinction
coefficients will require clinical assessment to address
toxicity and safety concerns; however, these efforts
are merited for a high brightness NIR-II fluorescent
candidate. The last few years have seen the first peak
NIR-II organic dye (CH1055) followed by a 160-fold
increase in quantum yield resulting in FD-1080 (QY =
5.94%; IR26 = 0.05%) [34, 59]. Further efforts will
likely result in progressively brighter NIR-II peak
dyes; however, parallel progress through NIR-II
emission tail optimization should expedite the
development of bright, conjugatable NIR-II emissive
imaging agents.
Although
NIR-II
fluorescence
imaging
significantly improves penetration depth and
resolution, optical imaging cannot peer into the body
beyond ~ centimeters depth. Multimodality imaging
probes, achieved through advanced fluorophore
conjugates to MR/US/PET probes, is an efficient
route to solve the penetration limit of optical imaging.
For instance, PET-NIR dye conjugates (e.g.,
68Ga-bombesin-IRDye800CW
64Cu-DOTA[65],
trastuzumab-IRDye800CW [76]) provide preoperative
tomographic PET cancer/metastases detection in
addition to real-time, intraoperative fluorescent
guidance. Selecting NIR-I dyes with long, NIR-II
emission tails for multimodal probes would allow
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surgeons to toggle between various NIR-I/II
sub-bands depending on surgical tasks. The
integrated theranostic platforms of the future will
include accurate preoperative diagnosis, such as
radioscintigraphy and ultrasonography, intraoperative NIR-I/II fluorescence-guided surgery, as well as
postoperative monitoring [77-79].
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